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Abstract: An advanced lightweight design in cast aluminium alloys features complexly shaped
geometries with strongly varying local casting process conditions. This affects the local microstructure
in terms of porosity grade and secondary dendrite arm spacing distribution. Moreover, complex
service loads imply changing local load stress vectors within these components, evoking a wide
range of highly stressed volumes within different microstructural properties per load sequence. To
superimpose the effects of bulk and surface fatigue strength in relation to the operating load sequence
for the aluminium alloy EN AC 46200, a layer-based fatigue assessment concept is applied in this
paper considering a non-homogeneous distribution of defects within the investigated samples. The
bulk fatigue property is now obtained by a probabilistic evaluation of computed tomography results
per investigated layer. Moreover, the effect of clustering defects of computed tomography is studied
according to recommendations from the literature, leading to a significant impact in sponge-like
porosity layers. The highly stressed volume fatigue model is applied to computed tomography
results. The validation procedure leads to a scattering of mean fatigue life from −2.6% to 12.9% for
the investigated layers, inheriting strongly varying local casting process conditions.
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1. Introduction
Based on the beneficial characteristics in terms of castability, light weight, weldability,
and high corrosion resistance, AlSi-cast alloys are widely used in mobility applications [1–4].
It is well known that these complexly shaped cast components are affected by different
defects depending on local manufacturing process conditions such as gas- and shrinkageporosity and oxide films [5,6]. It is stated within preliminary studies that local defect sizes
correlate with the secondary dendrite arm spacing and the degree of porosity [7,8]. As
mentioned in [9], the shape of shrinkage-porosity, or microporosity, adopts the negative
shape of the solidified dendrites, which can be subdivided into cavities and sponge shrinkage according to [10]. Another important impact factor regarding fatigue is the surface
roughness, i.e., cast surface layer, analysed in more detail in [11–13], because surfaces
often cannot be machined due to restrictions of accessibility within complex cast components. Surface texture can be assessed non-destructively by line-based [14,15] or area-based
methodologies [13,16]. Porosity can be evaluated either destructively by a fractographical
inspection of tested fatigue specimens [17] or non-destructively via computed tomography
(CT) [18,19]. Computed tomography is therefore an efficient technique for inspecting industrial components, following standards such as ASTM E155 [20], as exemplified by Rotella
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et al. [10]; however, inhomogeneities play a decisive role regarding the fatigue strength
of AlSi-cast components, apparent in various studies that contributed to the impact of
maximum-sized inhomogeneities on fatigue strength [4,13,21–24].
1.1. Statistical Analysis of Defects
Fatigue initiating defects in castings, or even in additively manufactured parts, can
be described well by extreme value statistics, such as the generalized extreme value distribution (GEV), given in Equation (1). The application of extreme value statistics is cited in
numerous studies, e.g., [23,25–33], whereby a comprehensive summary about this field is
given by Beretta in [34].


√
− 1ξ 
 
√
area − µ
P( area; µ, δ, ξ ) = exp − 1 + ξ
(1)


δ
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the GEV can be estimated by using the
maximum likelihood method [28,35,36] and is defined by the location µ, scale δ, and shape
ξ parameter, covering the Fréchet, Gumbel, and Weibull distribution [37]. As represented
by Tiryakioğlu [31], the shape parameter ξ of the GEV indicates the type of extreme value
distribution, namely,
•
•
•

if ξ → 0, a Gumbel or Type I distribution is defined; see Equation (2);
if ξ > 0, a Fréchet, or Type II distribution is defined;
if ξ < 0, a Weibull, or Type III distribution is defined.
 √

area − µ
P( area; µ, δ) = exp −exp −
δ

√
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According to Murakami and Beretta, it can be stated that the largest initiating defects
are Gumbel-distributed, which means Type I or the largest extreme value distribution
(LEVD) [23,28]; however, the probabilistic observation of inhomogeneities using the generalized extreme value distribution features a shape factor that is unequal to zero, applying
the Fréchet or Weibull distribution instead. Modern components consist of several highly
stressed volumes (HSVs) of varying local defect distributions as a result of manufacturing
processes and arbitrary loading. According to [29,30,38], the defect distribution is shifted
on the axis of abscissae depending on the α-times enlarged volume Vα ; see Equation (3).
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1.2. Consideration of Defects in Fatigue Design
Regarding defects acting as crack initiation spots, the Kitagawa–Takahashi diagram
(KTD) [39] provides a sound methodology for the fatigue strength assessment of cyclically
loaded castings, invoking the long-life fatigue strength of the near-defect-free material
∆σLFF,0 and the long crack threshold value ∆Kth,lc as material resistance. Moreover, taking
into account a geometry factor Y, which depends on the geometrical shape and location of
√
the defect [40], the defect size in terms of area offers the application towards casting defects. El Haddad [41,42] and Chapetti [43] made improvements to the Kitagawa–Takahashi
diagram by taking into account an intrinsic crack length a0,e f f , defined as a function of the
effective crack threshold ∆Ke f f and the cyclic crack resistance curve (R-curve). The R-curve
represents the crack extension from the intrinsic threshold ∆Ke f f up to the long crack
threshold ∆Kth,lc induced by crack closure effects [44], as recommended by Maierhofer et
al. in [45,46]. The proposed equation to describe the cyclic R-curve is given in Equation (4).
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As mentioned in Section 1.1, a varying HSV evokes a shift in the defect distribution
if there is a overall homogeneous distribution present [21,29]. Following, a shift in the
GEV applies also within the KTD, as illustrated schematically in Figure 1. Sonsino [47]
introduced an efficient methodology to estimate the fatigue strength of varying HSVs
depending on the return period α and a Weibull factor κ; see Equation (5), assuming a
homogeneous distribution of defects. In the common guideline [48], a constant kappa
value for cast alloys is recommended; however, recent research by [21,29] on the fatigue
strength of aluminium alloys indicated that the Weibull factor depends both on the location
parameter of the defect distribution and the evaluated return period of the highly stressed
volume. Ai et al. and Zhu et al. studied the size effect regarding defective components for
different materials in [49,50] featuring the return period as well. Within these investigations,
a flow chart was raised for the fatigue assessment of defective material taking into account
the statistical size effect, the geometrical size effect, and the technological size effect.
σLLF,0
=
σLLF,1



V90,1
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κ
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Figure 1. Setup of the Kitagawa diagram incorporating size effect (applying modification
of El-Haddad).

1.3. Measurement of Defects
However, it is quite obvious that fatigue failure occurs at the largest defect present
√
in the highly stressed volume [17]. The area-parameter represents the projected area
perpendicular to the load direction, is easily measurable within the fracture surface, and
can be used as the equivalent crack size [22,39,51,52]. Several studies [18,19,25,27,53–55]
have revealed that the projected area of defects perpendicular to the stress direction can be
used as the equivalent crack size from CT analysis for deducing the fatigue limit within the
Kitagawa diagram. Due to the complex shape of shrinkage porosities in cast alloys, fracture
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occurs at interacting porosities in many cases [4,13,56]. In the study of Åman et al. [57,58],
defects are regarded as interacting if the distance between two defects is less than the size
of the smaller defect. In contrast, Nadot [56] considered defects as unique if the distance is
less than the bigger one and the overall size includes the ligament between these defects.
Li and Bidhar studied the effect of interacting defects with regard to fatigue strength by
analytical and numerical analyses [59,60]. Thus, the effect of imperfection distribution has
to be covered by improved fatigue assessment methods in detail, especially if the highly
stressed volume increases and the largest defect projections may change by varying load
angles. Of course, a fatigue assessment by the largest possible defect grants a sound starting
point, but the adjacency effect of imperfections is often not negligible [61].
1.4. Outline of the Work
This paper describes a layer-based methodology regarding fatigue strength assessment
of imperfective AlSi-cast material. Due to the casting process, severe changes in porosity
content in terms of shape, projected size, and distribution within different highly stressed
volumes may occur, implying a clustering of single pores to pore networks according
to [57,58]. In contrast, the SDAS as a microstructural characteristic value remains almost
unaffected within the investigated region [13]. Thus, a layer-based fatigue model is introduced to assess the size effect in terms of the highly stressed volume and the casting
process-related manufacturing properties in a combined manner. Micro-computed tomography scans have been conducted on thick-walled specimens, beginning at the surface layer
and covering up to 7 mm in depth, featuring an individual defect distribution for each layer.
Furthermore, the effect of clustering defects on imperfection distributions, evaluated by
computed tomography, was studied. Additionally, the preliminary developed methodology
regarding the statistical size effect [21,29] was applied within selected thin-walled layers.
Thus, the time and cost effort for computed tomography can be minimized by an evaluation
of increased-volume scaled return parameters based on the defect distribution of small
CT volumina. Finally, the presented methodical flowchart is experimentally validated by
thin-walled specimens within selected layers, leading to a sound estimation of the overall
fatigue strength featuring strongly varying local casting conditions.
2. Materials and Methods
The material was taken out of a gravity cast component, manufactured by the core
package system casting process [2,62,63]. The nominal chemical composition following the
standard [64] of the investigated specimens as well as the results from a spectral analysis
are given in Table 1. In order to obtain peak hardness and therefore maximum strength in
the cast components, a T6 heat treatment was conducted after the casting process.
Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of the investigated cast alloy EN AC-46200 in weight percent.
Alloy

Si [%]

Cu [%]

Fe [%]

Mn [%]

Mg [%]

Ti [%]

Al [-]

Standard [64]
Experiment

7.5–8.5
7.96

2.0–3.5
3.13

max. 0.8
0.43

0.15–0.65
0.32

0.05–0.55
0.25

max. 0.25
0.13

balance
balance

Specimens were selected from four positions within the component, referred to as
Position A–D. The basic requirement for choosing these positions was the same cooling
rate, or secondary dendrite arm spacing, as a basic microstructural indicator. It is clearly
visible within Figure 2 that no significant difference occurs regarding the SDAS distribution.
The mean value of the SDAS ranges between 24 and 26 µm across all positions. The initial
specimen geometry manufactured from these positions is depicted within Figure 3, similar
to previous studies of the authors [13,65]. Furthermore, a summary of the quasistatic
properties is given in Table 2, deriving a comparable brittle behaviour of the investigated
material in T6 post-treatment condition.
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Figure 2. Comparison of SDAS values at Positions A–D for high-porosity (HP) and low-porosity (LP)
regions in each specimen.
Table 2. Quasistatic properties of the investigated material.
HT

E [GPa]

TS [MPa]

YS0.1 [%]

A [%]

T6
HIP + T6

73.6
74.7

272
319

258
244

0.19
1.78

Figure 3. Initial specimen geometry with tested layers (dimensions in millimetres).

As introduced, the aim of this paper is a layer-based fatigue assessment methodology. In a previous study [13], the authors showed that the porosity distribution is not
homogeneous over the specimen cross section. Thus, the specimens were subdivided into
homogeneous layers regarding defects for fatigue testing, beginning at the surface. The
region from the surface up to 0.5 mm in depth is designated as the surface layer (SL), i.e.,
the red shaded section in Figure 3. Specimens for uniaxial bending loading are taken from
Position D in Figure 2. Uniaxial bending defines the highly stressed volume into this surface
layer (SL) due to the nominal stress gradient. Within a distance between 1.5 and 3 mm from
the surface, a layer featuring large and sponge-like pore networks occurs, i.e., the yellow
shaded section in Figure 3. Specimens possessing this high degree of porosity are taken
from Position B, later referred to as HP within the paper. The lower side of the specimen in
Figure 3, a distance approximately between 5.2 and 6.7 mm from the surface, features a low
degree of porosity, i.e., the blue marked section in Figure 3. In this paper, these specimens
are labelled as LP and taken out of Positions A and C. It should be emphasized that all
mentioned series (SL, HP, and LP) utilize the specimen geometry depicted in Figure 3.
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To study the fatigue strength of each layer itself, a thin-walled specimen geometry
was additionally examined, as sketched in Figure 4. In order to enable the application of
the Kitagawa diagram, a near-defect-free material resistance is required. Hence, specimens
were manufactured from HIP + T6 heat-treated components from the blue marked layer in
Figure 3 of Positions A and B, later referred to as BM. Ref. [13] represents a summary of
standard heat treatment parameters for hot isostatic pressing for this alloy. The thin-walled
specimen geometry for fatigue testing under uniaxial tension loading in Figure 4 possesses a
thickness of 1.5 mm and manufactured samples ranging from Positions A to D. To minimize
the stress concentration factor in the cross section, the specimens were firstly numerically
shape-optimized. The radius near the test cross section is about 62 mm, featuring a smooth
transition at the curved elliptical section. Thus, the resulting stress concentration factor
is only 1.04 using 20-node quadratic brick elements with reduced integration in Abaqus;
see Figure 4b. As the CNC-driven milling process produces sharp edges, specimens were
additionally polished by a vibratory finishing process [66–69]. Thereby, the specimens
were ground and polished with different abrasive media to obtain the required surface
quality. In addition, a grinding of sharp edges occurred, and this reduced the influence of
varying surface machining conditions to a minimum. Additionally, the human operator
influence by polishing was prevented. A comparison between machined and vibratory
finished edges is given in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Thin-walled specimen for fatigue testing with a plate thickness of 1.5 mm. (a) Illustration of
the thin-walled specimen geometry with main dimensions in millimetres. (b) Numerical analysis of
stress concentration factor depicted as the maximum principal stress.

Figure 5. Comparison of AlSi-cast specimen cross sections in machined and vibratory finished
conditions.

The statistical size effect was taken into account using the results of computed tomography, as discussed in Section 3. This requires the determination of the highly stressed
volume (HSV) of the investigated specimens. A linear elastic finite element analysis was
set up featuring an uniaxial tension load case for the specimens taken out of high- and
low-porosity layers (yellow and blue) and a bending load case for the cast surface layer
(red), depicted in Figure 4. The Abaqus element types applied were C3D20R (20-node
quadratic brick, reduced integration) for tension specimens and C3D10 (10-node quadratic
tetrahedron) for bending specimens. These were used to evaluate a highly stressed volume
of 326 mm3 for tension and 50 mm3 for bending loading based on maximum principal
stress analysis; see Figure 6.
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6.5-7 mm

1.5 mm

(a) Tension loading

(b) Bending loaded specimen

Figure 6. Highly stressed volume of investigated samples.

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Computed Tomography
One of the main contributions of this paper is to take the defect sizes evaluated
by computed tomography in the fatigue assessment methodology into account. This
methodology was designed initially for the fractographic inspection of tested samples for
different microstructural sections within AlSi-cast parts [21]. The machine used for µCT
scans is a Phoenix V|tome|x c from General Electric (GE). Table 3 provides a brief summary
of the process variables used for the non-destructive analysis of porosity within the initial
specimen geometry.
Table 3. CT parameters used for computed tomography.
Parameter

Value

Voltage [kV]
Intensity of current [µA]
Number of images [-]
FDD [mm]
FOD [mm]
Exposure time [ms]
Voxel size [µm]

111
142
785
1000
75
1000
15

The subsequent processing of the raw data was performed by user-defined scripting
with the Python3 language. Non-local mean tools were applied to filter the noise of the raw
data, followed by segmentation that was performed using grayscale thresholding [70–74].
In order to evaluate the distance of the pores from the cast surface, an analytical surface
representing the real nominal geometry of the cast part was fitted. A scan of an exemplary
specimen with about a 7 mm thickness is given in Figure 7a. It is clear in this figure that the
size and shape of the shrinkage porosity is not homogeneously distributed over the cross
section of the specimen; therefore, the aforementioned layers (HP, LP, and SL) for fatigue
testing are additionally illustrated in the figure as a reference.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Representation of an exemplary CT scan. (a) CT scan of a thick-walled specimen. (b) Projection of clustered pore.

Due to the sponge-like porosity networks, especially in the HP layer (Figure 7a), a
clustering of defects is of utmost importance; therefore, defects are considered as interacting
if the distance between two defects is less than the size of the smaller one, as proposed by
Åman [57,58] or Murakami [17]. According to this proposal, interacting defect networks
are shown with matching colours in Figure 7a. The effect of clustering defects on statistical
distributions will be explained in more detail at the end of this section. After the clustering
of the defects in the CT data, the projected area perpendicular to the load direction is
evaluated, depicted exemplarily in Figure 7b. The projection vector is kept normal in
relation to the load direction, which is the horizontal axis in Figure 7a.
One challenge regarding CT is the relationship between the size of the region of interest
(ROI) and the resolution of the setup. For example, if the kind of porosity is quite complex
(such as the material used in this study), the resolution should be fine, approximately in
the range of 10 up to 15 µm. Assuming that the size of the detector is about 4000 pixels, the
maximum size of the scan is from approximately 40 to 60 mm. In reality, the maximum size
of the part is somewhat reduced, but the stitching of multiple scans increases the maximum
size significantly, leaving only the challenge of the scanning time required. One further task
in this study is the deduction of the defect distribution of the fractographic investigations
via the CT scans of small partitions of the cast part to reduce the effort of component-like
CT scans to an adequate minimum.
The overall aim of this paper is a layer-based fatigue assessment depending on the
local porosity distribution. Therefore, the CT data are subdivided into layers of defined
spacing. Beginning at the surface up to a depth of 4 mm, the layer thickness is set to 500 µm.
For the remaining section, a layer thickness of 1 mm was chosen due to the low degree
of porosity and therefore the low quantity
of available pores for statistical assessment.
√
Figure 8 depicts the sphericity Ψ over area for all layers of the initial specimen geometry.
The evaluated sphericity, calculated according to Equation (6), gives important information
about the shape of the defects: All of the largest defects of the investigated positions
are very complexly shaped, confirming the sponge-like porosity of some investigated
layers. Especially the HP layer at a depth between 1.5 and 3 mm exhibits this kind of
inhomogeneity, exemplary depicted in Figure 7. For this reason, the evaluation of the GEV
distribution of defects is based on the 10 largest imperfections found in each layer, for
each investigated specimen, in order to avoid an underestimation of the critical defect size
population. Similar approaches have been made by the authors for cast material [33] and
additive manufacturing [75].
1
2
π 3 (6 · Vpore ) 3
Ψ=
(6)
A pore
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Figure 8. Sphericity over the projected area perpendicular to the load direction of the investigated
positions evaluated by µCT analysis. (a) CT results of thick-walled specimen Pos. A and C. (b) CT
results of thick-walled specimen Pos. B.

Additionally, for each HP and LP position, two CT scans were conducted, resulting
in 10 maximum inhomogeneities for each layer and scan due to the above-mentioned
methodology. As a result, layers of the same specimen positions are merged together,
resulting in 20 defects for each layer. For the subsequent statistical GEV evaluation of
the merged dataset, the proposal of [31] was applied using Matlab® . The cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the GEV is given in Equation (1). A Kolmogorov–Smirnov
(KS) test was conducted at a significance level of 5% to determine the goodness of fit for
the statistical assessment of the distribution [76]. The empirical distribution of the samples
was therefore compared with a hypothesized distribution. Thus, a value of pKS = 1.00
indicates a matching compliance between fit and data. In addition, the parameters for
the distributions in this paper were statistically evaluated using the maximum likelihood
estimation [28]. A summary of the statistical assessment within the above mentioned layers
for Positions HP and LP is given in Figure 9. The trend
√ of the pore size depending on the
distance from the surface is plotted for the projected area for a probability of occurrence
POcc = 50% as a solid line with data points for the middle of each layer. Additionally, the
scatter band for POcc = 10% and POcc = 90% of the corresponding distribution function
is plotted as a dotted line and a dashed line, respectively, in Figure 9. The pore size for
POcc = 50% ranges from 46 to 555 µm for the HP specimens and from 102 to 424 µm for
the LP specimens. Particularly, in the HP layers, an increased scatter band of the values
for POcc = 10% and POcc = 90% can be observed. The reason for that is the occurrence of
few very large defects in these sections, leading to a flatter curve of the GEV fit. In contrast,
layers inheriting smaller defects result in a steep course of the cumulative distribution
function and a lower scatter band of the data.
In detail, a reason for the occurrence of large pores in the HP layer could be the
effect of complex clusters of defects, or the sponge-like texture. To investigate the effect of
clustering (denoted as CL in the legend of Figure 10) for defects according to the abovementioned methodologies, the cumulative distribution function was evaluated for the HP
(1.5–3 mm) and LP (5.2–6.7 mm) layers of differently evaluated raw data; therefore, pores
were additionally accounted for without consideration of the interaction to each other in
the investigated samples. Particularly, in the case of a high pore density and a complex
shape (low sphericity), as well as a large pore size, a clustering of defects according to
Åman [57,58] has a significant influence on the defect distribution, as shown by the green
and red lines in Figure 10; however, a low pore size and density with high sphericity lead
to a negligible difference between the distributions, as shown by the black and blue lines in
Figure 10. A summary of the effect of clustering on defect distribution for the investigated
sections is given in Table 4.
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Figure 9. Distribution of the porosity size in a cross section of the thick-walled specimen geometry
for extracting Positions A to C.
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area perpendicular to the load direction for all layers of the thick-walled

Table 4. The effect of clustering for high and low porosity sections.
Pos.

Clustered

LP
LP
HP
HP

no
yes
no
yes

√

areaPOcc =50% [µm]
131
134
626
728

√

areaPOcc =10% [µm]
191
190
858
1117

√

areaPOcc =90% [µm]
108
120
459
523

3.2. Fatigue Strength
The fatigue strength of the near-defect-free material (HIP + T6) and the specimens
with high and low porosity content (T6) is determined using a resonant test rig with a
testing frequency of about 108 Hz for uniaxial cyclic tension loading at a stress ratio of R =
0. Furthermore, the surface layer fatigue strength was tested at a resonant test rig under
bending loading at a frequency of about 66 Hz. The number of specimens ranges between
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15 and 30 for each S/N-curve in order to determine a statistical long-life fatigue strength.
Focusing on the long-life fatigue region, the run-out number was set to 10 million load
cycles. These run-out specimens were subsequently re-inserted at high load levels within
the finite life region [77]. As recommended in [48,78], the slope k2 of the S/N-curve in the
long-life region scales with the slope k1 in the finite life region and is therefore assigned with
k2 = 5 · k1 . In the finite life region, the S/N-curve was evaluated according to the statistical
procedure given in the standard [79]. The long-life fatigue strength σLLF is estimated at a
probability of survival PS = 50% invoking [80].
All of the fatigue data in Figure 11 are normalized to the long-life fatigue strength of
the near-defect-free material (HIP + T6) for a probability of occurrence of 50%, later referred
to as normalized stress amplitude and presented as a black line in the aforementioned
figure. The slopes k1 in the finite life region of the defective specimens (LP, HP, and SL) are
quite similar and range from 3.7 to 4.8, whereas the slope of the near-defect-free material
(BM) is significantly increased with k1 = 11. Comparing the scatter indices TS of the
investigated layers, fatigue data from the defective material feature an increased scatter
index in a range from 1:1.19 to 1:1.3, compared to the near-defect-free material, resulting in
a substantially reduced scatter index of TS = 1:1.06; however, a summary of the fatigue data
for all positions is given in Table 5.
1 .5

1

0 .5

0 .3

1 0

4

1 0

5

1 0

6

1 0

7

Figure 11. Comparison of normalized S/N-curves for POcc = 50% experimentally determined within
the framework of this study.
Table 5. Results of the fatigue tests of the investigated layers.
Position

HT

Loading Type

k1 [-]

σLLF,50%,norm [-]

NT [-]

TS [-]

LP
HP
SL
BM

T6
T6
T6
HIP + T6

tension
tension
bending
tension

4.6
3.7
4.8
1.01

0.49
0.35
0.47
1.00

920,000
530,000
1,300,000
330,000

1:1.3
1:1.19
1:1.24
1:1.06

Although the SDAS of all investigated positions is quite similar (Figure 2), an effect of
porosity can be clearly observed; see Table 5 and Figure 11. The long-life fatigue strength of
the HP layer is reduced by 65% compared to the near-defect-free material, as well as layer
LP featuring a reduction of 51%. In order to enable a comparison of the nominal stress
state within the surface layer with the BM, LP, and HP layers, a mean normal stress σb,SL is
calculated according to Equation (7) for the bending load case; see Figure 12.

a 
σb,SL = σb,max · 1 − SL
(7)
h
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of nominal stress in the surface layer.

3.3. Fractography
The crack initiating defect sizes of the HCF specimens were evaluated after fatigue
testing utilizing a digital optical microscopy for macroscopic inspection and scanning
electron microscopy for local analysis. The defect sizes were evaluated by their precise
contour in the LP layer (see Figure 13b) according to previous investigations [13,21] in
contrast to the coarser method proposed by Murakami [17], where a smooth hull contour,
enveloping the original shape, was utilized. Due to the sponge-like microstructure in the
HP layer, a measurement of the precise contour of the clustered porosity is not quite feasible.
Subsequently, sponge-like pore networks were measured by their surrounding boundary,
exemplary depicted in Figure 13a; therefore, a spline was drawn manually at the contour of
the defect, or the pore network, using Fiji, enabling a rapid calculation of the enclosed area.
This manually adjusted, semi-precise measurement leads to smaller but more precisely
determined defect sizes in comparison to Murakami’s approach. Hence, the distortive
effects of a projected pore shape on the statistical evaluation of defect sizes are reduced.
Moreover, a direct comparison of fractography and CT is more feasible. The analysis of
the initiating cracks of the specimens from the LP and HP layers revealed that, in most
cases, the crack initiated at the surface near defects, depicted in Figure 13. One reason
might be the increased stress intensity factor of surface-intersecting inhomogeneities, as the
near-surface defects lead to a lowered crack initiation phase compared to defects within
the bulk volume [17,81].

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. SEM fracture surface analysis in the HP and LP specimens. (a) Fracture initiating defect in
the HP specimen. (b) Fracture initiating defect at specimen LP.

In summary, the fractographic analysis revealed that, in most cases, the crack initiation
starts at the shrinkage porosity near the surface; see Figure 13. Additionally, interactions
between defects are taken into account in the procedure described in Section 3.1. Following
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the methodology applied for the statistical evaluation of the projected areas perpendicular
to the load direction from the CT scans (refer to Section 3.1), the generalized extreme value
distribution was used for the subsequent evaluation of the fracture initiating defects; see
Equation (1). Moreover, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was conducted to evaluate the
goodness of fit for the statistical distribution, resulting in a high matching compliance
between the fractographic data and the evaluated CT distribution of defects.
The evaluated probability of occurrence of the fracture initiating defects for the investigated specimens in Positions LP and HP is indicated in blue and green in Figure 14.
The parameters for the distributions in Figure 14 were statistically evaluated using the
maximum likelihood estimation, proposed by [28]. Finally, a comparison between distributions derived from computed tomography with those of fractographical investigations
is necessary to apply the previously developed probabilistic fatigue assessment model
in [13,21,29]. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the defect distributions for the HP and LP
layers. The distributions of the HP layer correspond well; only the regions of the most
extremal pores lead to small deviations between the fractography and CT. Observing the LP
distributions, it is noticeable that the probability of occurrence of defects from fractography
is slightly underestimated. One reason for this underestimation might be caused by the
effect that the fractographical investigation represents one of the maximum defects for
each specimen depending on the crack initiation site. In contrast, the 20 maximum-sized
defects of two specimens are taken into account for the distribution of
√the CT scan for the
same investigated material volume. A summary of the defect size area with a certain
probability of occurrence for a comparison of fractography and CT is additionally given in
Table
6. From this, a deviation of about 23% for LP and 1.6% for HP can be observed for
√
area POcc =50% .
1
0 .9
0 .8
0 .7
0 .6
0 .5
0 .4
0 .3
0 .2
0 .1
0
0

2 0 0

4 0 0

6 0 0

8 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 2 0 0

1 4 0 0

1 6 0 0

Figure 14. Comparison of cumulative defect distribution by fractography with CT results.
Table 6. Comparison of fractography and computed tomography.
Pos.
LP
LP
HP
HP

Investigation
Frac.
CT
Frac.
CT

√

areaPOcc =50% [µm]
173
134
740
728

√

areaPOcc =10% [µm]
275
190
977
1117

√

areaPOcc =90% [µm]
101
120
512
523

The comparison of fractography and CT was performed by an investigation of the
same HSV for each series, whereby this effect did not need to be considered in this regard.
Next, the fatigue strength was calculated based on the defect distributions for all layers
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√
with 0.5 mm and 1 mm spacing. The course of area POcc =50% , which is necessary for the
application of the fatigue assessment methodology, is given in Figure 9; however, due to the
minor layer spacing of 0.5 mm instead of 1.5 mm, the effect of the HSV had to be considered
for further calculation of the probabilistic fatigue strength. Hence, the distribution of
one selected sub-layer of 0.5 mm spacing was taken from HP and LP layers, respectively,
indicated by the black continuous lines in Figure 15. Furthermore, a homogeneous defect
distribution is necessary within the LP and HP layers for direct comparison. Once the
distribution parameters for the reference distribution V0 were estimated, the parameters for
the α-times enlarged volume could be calculated by exponentiating the basic distribution
function by the return period α. The layer thickness of 0.5 mm compared to 1.5 mm led
to a return period of α = 3. Finally, Equation (8) could be invoked for the calculated
distribution function of the α-times increased volume. Moreover, the originally proposed
methodology of the authors in [21,29] for fractographical results led to a sound agreement of
the distribution functions of CT scans as well; see Figure 15. Table 7 represents a summary
for the quantitative comparison of the calculated distribution functions in relation to the
experimental data.


√
− ξ1 
 
α
area − µα
Pα = exp − 1 + ξ α
(8)


δα
1

1
0 .9

0 .9

0 .8

0 .8

0 .7

0 .7

0 .6

0 .6

0 .5

0 .5

0 .4

0 .4

0 .3

0 .3

0 .2

0 .2

0 .1

0 .1
0

0

0

2 0 0

4 0 0

6 0 0

0

2 0 0

4 0 0

(a)

6 0 0

8 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 2 0 0

1 4 0 0

1 6 0 0

(b)

Figure 15. Relation between measured and calculated cumulative defect distributions. (a) Cumulative
defect distributions of LP samples. (b) Cumulative defect distributions of HP samples.
Table 7. Comparison of statistically evaluated
considering the effect of HSV.
Pos.
LP
HP

√

area(V0 ) [µm]
104
522

√

√

area-parameters for 50% probability of occurrence

area(Vα,exp. ) [µm]

√

area(Vα,calc. ) [µm]

134
728

122
716

∆ [µm]

∆ [%]

−12
−11

−9.8
−1.7

4. Layer-Based Fatigue Assessment Methodology
To set up the layer-based fatigue assessment methodology given in Figure 16, the
probabilistic models of preliminary studies [13,21,29] had to be applied and extended
regarding layer-based properties. Due to the complex shape of AlSi-cast components in
most engineering cases, local casting process conditions (CP) are highly variable. Those
variations within the casting process are well quantifiable by microstructural parameters,
such as secondary dendrite arm spacing, which depends on the solidification rate. The
porosity content is also traceable to the local casting conditions. The secondary dendrite
arm spacing can be either calculated in casting simulations or measured by means of
metallographic investigations.
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AlSi-cast component

Local casting process conditions (CP):
SDAS (metallography, simulation)
Porosity (CT)

Base material properties:

Base material Strength
Fracturemechanical dataset
Quasistatic properties

Highly stressed volumes (HSV)

Loading condition

Partition of HSV's for same CP
Sum-up of partitions with same properties

Estimation of GEV for enlarged volume HSV90 of same CP
HSV-methodology

CT-Scan of whole component

Calculation of local fatigue strength applying the probabilistic
Kitagawa-Takahasi diagram

Figure 16. Flowchart of setting up the layer-based assessment methodology.

As clearly shown in this study, porosity is not necessarily dependent on SDAS, because the investigated positions show no significant difference in SDAS, but exhibit wide
differences with regard to porosity. Porosity can therefore be well determined via microcomputed tomography (CT) in a non-destructive way. This enables the detection of the
3D-pore geometry of the complex shrinkage porosity, with sometimes sponge-like clustered
porosity as well. By applying the subsequent calculation steps given in Figure 16, all
required geometric information can be estimated for the scanned specimen. In previous
studies of the authors, fractographic investigations were used to determine the most critical
defects in several sections of the component. In order to determine the critical section
in a complex part, detailed information about the applied mechanical load case to this
component are of importance. Thus, enabling the determination of the highly stressed
volumes (HSVs) of the component; therefore, the determination of the maximum principal
stress value within these sections is needed for local fatigue assessment. Once the HSVs are
determined, they can be partitioned into sub-HSVs featuring the same local casting process
conditions, e.g., SDAS and inhomogeneities distribution datasets. As proposed previously
in [29], it is necessary to sum up the individual HSV90,i possessing similar microstructural
properties regarding the local casting process. Hence, the layer-based fatigue assessment
leads to a database including several HSVs for related local casting process conditions.
Now, a distinction between two cases is necessary: If the whole component is analysed by
computed tomography, the defects can be assigned in the same manner, as described in the
previous step, extending the database of the location-based HSV with information about
the pores within these HSVs. In the other case, if only a few regions are analysed by CT, the
methodology for an enlarged HSV has to be applied; see Sections 3.1 and 3.3. Depending
on the reference defect distributions for the individual local casting process conditions,
these distributions are shifted on the axis of abscissae subjected to the currently evaluated
return period, determined as the ratio of the volume from the reference distribution in
relation to the HSV of the whole partition for CP; however, this results approximately in
the same defect distributions for the HSVs as observed by CT analysis in the component,
discussed in Section 3.3. The parameters of the distribution for the enlarged HSV are given
in Equations (9)–(11) according to [21], featuring Equation (8) as an HSV probability value.
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ξα = ξ

(9)

δα = δ · αξ

δ 
µα = µ + · αξ − 1
ξ

(10)
(11)

In order to calculate the long-life fatigue strength σLLF,j (SDAS, GEVα ) following Equation (12) for each HSV, material input parameters are required as follows. The base material
strength σLLF,0 was determined at specimens with HIP treatment; see the summary in
Table 5. An extensive study about crack propagation in a varying microstructure is given
in [82], enabling the determination of probabilistic crack growth parameters used to construct the Kitagawa diagram. The crack extension ∆am,α,j ( GEV ) can be calculated using
Equation (13), whereas the value am,α,j ( GEV ) is determined based on the statistical distribution of the defects for a probability of occurrence of 50%.
σLLF,j (SDAS, GEVα ) =

∆Kth,∆a,j (SDAS)
q
Y · π · ∆am,α,j ( GEV )

(12)

∆am,α,j ( GEV ) = am,α,j ( GEV ) − a0,e f f

(13)

am,α,j ( GEV ) = POcc,50%,j

(14)

The application of the comprehensive assessment methodology results in a gradient
of fatigue strength over the cross section of the thick-walled specimen geometry, shown in
Figure 3. Figure 17 depicts the course of the calculated fatigue strength, whereas the blue
(HP samples) and the red (LP samples) solid lines represent the calculated layer fatigue
strength of each thick-walled specimen series. Moreover, the thin-walled specimens are
visualized as shaded regions, blue for HP samples and red for LP samples. The thin-walled
HP samples were tested at a distance from the surface from 1.5 to 3 mm, as shown in
the blue-shaded section. The thin-walled LP specimens were tested at a layer from 5.2 to
6.7 mm, as shown in the red-shaded section. The calculation of this fatigue strength values
was realized with a layer thickness from 0.5 to 1 mm; see Figure 9 for the distribution
of porosity size. Due to the thickness of 1.5 mm of the fatigue specimens, the model for
enlarged highly stressed volumes was applied to calculate the fatigue strength of the tested
specimens. These values were plotted as vertical dashed lines in the investigated layers
for the HP and LP specimens in Figure 17. The surface layer fatigue strength, from 0 to
0.5 mm in depth, was estimated by application of the previously published methodology
of Pomberger et al. [13].
The validation of the layer-based fatigue assessment model reveals a conservative
estimation of mean fatigue strength in the HP and SL layers and a slightly non-conservative
fatigue strength for the low-porosity LP section, summarised in Table 8. A reason for
the deviations between the model and the experiment might be the small differences regarding crack initiation and propagation parameters used for the Kitagawa diagram, as
the effect of sponge-like porosity on fracture-mechanical parameters has not been investigated yet due to the small layer thickness, resulting in no suitable fracture-mechanical test
specimen geometry.
To summarise, the layer-based fatigue assessment model was constructed for the
alloy EN AC-46200 in a sand cast condition for different degrees of porosity, leading to an
enhanced fatigue assessment considering the local material resistance. Furthermore, the
method proposed by Åman [57,58] was successfully applied to the results of computed
tomography for the investigated alloy and different degrees of porosity within the nearsurface layers. Nevertheless, other alloys or manufacturing processes may be investigated
to approve the presented statistical method even further.
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Figure 17. Calculated course of the fatigue strength over the cross section of the thick-walled cast
specimen.
Table 8. Comparison of the normalized fatigue strength based on the model and the experiment.
Pos.

Model [-]

Experiment [-]

∆ [%]

SL
HP
LP

0.42
0.3
0.5

0.47
0.34
0.49

11.9
12.9
−2.6

5. Conclusions
A comprehensive, layer-based methodology is introduced to facilitate the probabilistic
calculation of the fatigue strength of highly stressed volumes with a manufacturing-processdependent microstructure and porosity distributions. This concept calculates the fatigue
strength accurately for layer-based steppings of at least five-hundred microns in depth.
Previously developed probabilistic fatigue bulk models are applied and significantly extended regarding the CT-evaluated porosity grade. Overall, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
•

•

The clustering of porosity obtained by computed tomography revealed a significant
impact on the statistically evaluated parameters of the defect distribution given a
high porosity, such as in sponge-like imperfect sections. The effect of clustering may
increase the projected size of the largest defect distribution up to 100 µm in such cases;
however, if there is a low pore density, clustering has a negligible effect on defect
distribution, resulting into a deviation of only a few microns.
Although the SDAS is quite constant across the whole investigated cross section,
significant changes regarding pore size and distribution may occur due to local casting
process conditions.
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•

•

•

In order to reduce effort regarding micro-computed tomography for large scan volumes, the applicable distribution function can be also obtained by scanning a smaller,
albeit representable, volume and proposing the final distribution parameters scaled
by the return value ratio. As illustrated, a deviation of only 11 µm for a defect size of
728 µm and 12 µm for a defect size of 134 µm is observed.
The previously developed methodology using a probabilistic Kitagawa–Takahasi
diagram was extended using defect distributions of computed tomography enabling a
non-destructive determination of the fatigue strength.
The layer-based assessment methodology leads to a sound estimation of the thickwalled specimen fatigue strength at strongly varying casting conditions with deviations in a range of −2.6% up to 12.9%. The introduced methodology enables the
probabilistic calculation of the most damaged layer, both dependent on cyclic loading
and local casting conditions.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

√

area
α
κ
σLLF
σLLF,V0
σLLF,V1
∆
σ0
σb
δ
δα
µ
µα
ξ
ξα
νi
li
∆Kth,lc
∆Kth,∆a
aSL
h
Mb
∆Kth,e f f

Defect size of Murakami’s approach
Return period of the highly stressed volume
Weibull factor
long-life fatigue strength
long-life fatigue strength of the reference volume V0
long-life fatigue strength of the α-times enlarged volume V0
Deviation of model to experiment
Fatigue range of near-defect-free material
Bending stress
Scale parameter of the GEV distribution
Scale parameter of the GEV distribution for the α-times enlarged volume Vα
Location parameter of the GEV distribution
Location parameter of the GEV distribution for the α-times enlarged volume Vα
Shape parameter of the GEV distribution
Shape parameter of the GEV distribution for the α-times enlarged volume Vα
Weighting factor for crack closure effect i
Crack elongation, where the crack closure effect νi is completely developed
Long crack threshold range
Crack threshold range in respect to the crack extension
Surface layer thickness
Specimen height
Bending moment
Effective crack threshold range
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∆a
a
am
am,α
P
POcc
PS
Pα
V90,0 ,V90,1
Vα
pks
Y
k1
TS
NT
Ψ
A pore
R
R-curve
HSV
SDAS
GEV
CDF
FEM
HCF
HIP
CT
CP
CL
GEV
LP
HP
SL
LEVD
KTD
HT
E
TS
YS
A
BM
FDD
FOD

Crack extension
Crack length
Crack length of the reference volume V0 for a probability of occurrence of 50%
Crack length of the reference volume Vα for a probability of occurrence of 50%
Probability
Probability of occurrence
Probability of survival
Defect distribution of α-times enlarged volume Vα
90% highly stressed volumes
α-times enlarged highly stressed volume
p-value of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
Geometry factor
Inverse slope of the S/N curve in finite life region
Fatigue scatter band of the S/N-curve
Transition knee point of the S/N-curve
Sphericity
Surface area of pore
Load ratio
Cyclic crack resistance curve
Highly stressed volume
Secondary dendrite arm spacing
Generalized extreme value distribution
Cumulative distribution function
Finite element method
High cycle fatigue
Hot isostatic pressing
Micro-computed tomography
Local casting process conditions
Clustering of defects
Generalize extreme value distribution
Low porosity layer
High porosity layer
Surface layer
Largest extreme value distribution
Kitagawa–Takahasi diagram
Heat treatment
Young’s modulus
Tensile strength
Yield strength
Elongation at fracture
Base material strength of near-defect-free material
Focus detector distance
Focus object distance
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